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New Era’s CloudBlu Video Surveillance as a Service (VSaaS) is a unique  
service that records video in the cloud, eliminating the need for any 
on-premises servers. With no servers or software to install, organizations 
can deploy their video surveillance system in no time, and without requiring 
any IT involvement for on-going maintenance or updates.

Hassle-Free Installation & Maintenance
Radically simplify WLAN administrative tasks—from day-to-
day management to setting up new venues and creating guest 
networks using built-in multi-site management tools. Improve 
responsiveness to organizational needs while reducing IT 
overhead.

Ensure Video Availability & Security
Get a unified view of your WLANs, connected APs, and clients 
across multiple sites. View real-time and historical data on 
applications, traffic, clients, and more. Manage your wireless 
network from anywhere using the web interface or native 
mobile app.   

Deploy an Enterprise-Class Surveillance System in the Cloud
Ideal for organizations that require a solution to centrally monitor 
multiple distributed sites, this strategy eliminates the need for 
on-premises servers, and reduces IT involvement by automating 
all software updates and maintenance. The service’s highly 
elastic architecture enables additional sites to be added without  
commissioning any hardware.

Video Surveillance as a 
Service Benefits

• Record video in the cloud to  
eliminate the need for on-site servers

• Rapidly deploy cameras without any 
network configuration required

• Centrally monitor video and search 
archives from web and mobile apps or 
from Security Center

• System updates and maintenance are 
seamlessly automated and managed 
by New Era

• All video is stored in triplicate in the 
cloud, ensuring greater protection of 
recordings 

• 99.5% uptime backed by a New Era SLA

• Video can be correlated with other  
system events, including alarms,  
access control, and intrusion events,  
in Security Center

Basic Standard Premium

Up to 800x600 Up to 1280x720 Up to 1920x1080
Up to 5FPS Up to 10FPS Up to 15FPS

Monthly or annual terms available. All packages include SMA for the length of the subscription term.

Deployment & Subscriptions Options
Organizations can rapidly deploy this system as a standalone solution across their sites and monitor video from web and mobile 
apps. Enterprise customers can also monitor cameras from a central Security Center system, providing access to advanced 
functionality, while still maintaining all infrastructure in the cloud.

Video Surveillance as a Service is part of CloudBlu, New Era’s “As a Service” portfolio of cloud services.


